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An Alternative Source of Very High-resolution Imagery

The Resurs-DK1 Satellite
Although the Resurs-DK1 satellite has been in operation for over three years, its operations and its imagery are not well
known outside Russia and the CIS countries. Nevertheless an archive of 14,000 very high-resolution images with
substantial world-wide coverage has been built up; the satellite is still in active operation; and the imagery is less
expensive than that of its commercial competitors. Furthermore two new Resurs-P satellites are being developed that
will follow on from the successful Resurs-DK1 and will offer additional improved coverage.
By Gordon Petrie

Fig. 1 – This multi-spectral image – which covers the central part of the city of Melbourne, Australia – has been acquired by the Resurs-DK1 satellite. In the left part of
the image is the Yarra River with the Swanson and Appleton Docks and Victoria Harbour branching from it. In the lower central part of the image is the Docklands
(now Etihad) Stadium and Spencer Street (now Southern Cross) Railway Station. The lower right part of the image comprises Melbourne’s Central Business District.
(Source: Sovzond)

Introduction
The Resurs-DK1 Earth Observation satellite is
owned by the Russian Federal Space Agency
(Roskosmos) and is operated by its Research
Center for the Operational Monitoring of the
Earth (NTs OMZ). It is a very high-resolution
imaging satellite that can download its
acquired imagery [Fig. 1] to a suitably
equipped ground receiving station. The actual satellite (or spacecraft) was designed and
built by the Russian “Progress” State Research
& Space Rocket Production Center (TsSKB),
which is based in the city of Samara, located

1,000 km south-east of Moscow. In fact, the
same organisation builds the well known
Soyuz series of rockets, one of which was
used to launch the Resurs-DK1 satellite from
Baikonur, Kazakhstan on 15th June, 2006.

Satellite
The Resurs-DK1 is a very large and heavy satellite, measuring nearly 8 m in length and 2.7 m
in diameter and weighing around 6.5 tons [Figs.
2 & 3]. It is capable of accommdating a large
payload of 1,200 kg. The satellite is three-axis
stabilized with an axis orientation accuracy of
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±0.2 arc-minutes and an angular velocity stabilization of 0.005° per second. Like most
Western or Asian satellites that produce very
high-resolution imagery, the Resurs-DK1 satellite can be body pointed by ±30° in the crosstrack direction to obtain images of the ground
that are located on either side of the satellite’s
ground track.
Besides the imaging capabilities and activities
of the Resurs-DK1 – which are the main concern of this article – the spacecraft also has two
scientific instruments that are mounted in speApril/May 2010
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Fig. 2 –This annotated diagram shows the principal
features of the Resurs-DK1 satellite. (Source: Italian
National Institute of Nuclear Physics)

cial containers attached to the side of the satellite. The first of these is the Italian Pamela
instrument, which measures the occurrence of
charged particles within the cosmic radiation
that exists in the near-Earth environment as part
of the on-going research into the elusive “dark
matter” of the Universe. The other is the
Russian Arina experiment, which is designed to
measure the high-energy particles that appear
to act as forerunners or warnings of earthquakes.

The focal plane assembly (FPA) – which has
been manufactured by the NPO Opteks organisation based near Moscow – features four linear arrays that utilize TDI (Time Delay &
Integration) technology. The first of these four
linear arrays generates the panchromatic image
over the wavelength range 0.58 to 0.8 µm. The
other three linear arrays generate images in the
green (0.5 to 0.6 µm); red (0.6 to 0.7 µm); and
near infra-red (0.7 to 0.8 µm) parts of the wavelength spectrum respectively. These three
images can be merged together during postprocessing to form a composite false-colour
multi-spectral image. Each of the four linear
arrays is made up of 36 individual “Kruiz” CCD
chips which have been manufactured by the
ELAR electronics company in St. Petersburg.
These 36 chips are arranged in a staggered pattern in two banks to ensure that an uninterrupted imaging swath (with no gaps) is covered
over the ground. Each individual “Kruiz” chip
has an imaging sensor that is 1,024 pixels in
length by 128 TDI lines in depth, with each pixel
being 9 x 9 µm in size. Thus each linear array
gives a cross-track coverage (or swath width)
of well over 30,000 pixels. From the
Resurs–DK1’s operational orbital altitude of 360
km, these various parameters result in the
panchromatic and multi-spectral images being
generated with ground sampled distance (GSD)

Imaging System
The Resurs-DK1 satellite is
equipped with a pushbroom line
scanner – called the Geoton-1 –
which can acquire both high-resolution panchromatic and multispectral images of the terrain
simultaneously in the form of
continuous strips of linescan
imagery which, in normal operation, are up to 400 km in length.
The optical system of the satellite – which reportedly has been
produced by the Vavilov State
Optical Institute – comprises a
large telescope which is
equipped with an apo-chromatic
telephoto lens system having a
focal length (f ) of 4 m and an
aperture of 50 cm (f/8) and
weighs 310 kg. This is a quite
different design to the optical
systems that are mounted in
Western and Asian very high-resolution imaging satellites, which
mainly utilize mirror optics.

Orbital Characteristics & Ground
Coverage
In line with its development from the wellestablished design of the manoeuvrable Yantar
series of military reconnaissance satellites, the
Resurs-DK1 has some unusual orbital characteristics compared with any other civilian high-resolution imaging satellite. In particular, the satellite has been placed in a non-Sun-synchronous
elliptical orbit [Fig. 4], rather than the circular
Sun-synchronous orbits of the corresponding
Western or Asian high-resolution satellites.
Indeed, the military Yantar-4KS1 (or Terilen)
satellites from which the design is derived could
have a perigee (lowest altitude) value as low
as 200 km with a corresponding apogee (highest altitude) value of 360 km. At this low altitude (of 200 km), its panchromatic imagery
would have a GSD value of 0.5 m. However, at
such a low perigee value, atmospheric drag
would start to be significant. This would need
to be corrected by firing the satellite’s rocket
engine to maintain altitude and prevent its reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere. However, frequent use of this corrective action would use
up the satellite’s fuel reserves. So
the Resurs-DK1 satellite is operated at the much higher perigee
value of 360 km with a corresponding apogee value of
around 600 km. Thus, compared
with the average life of one year
of the Yantar-4KS1 military reconnaissance satellites, the ResursDK1 satellite, having been operated from higher altitudes, has
already been in operation for
three and a half years.
The other unusual orbital characteristic of the Resurs-DK1 satellite
is its orbital inclination values of
64.8° and 70° as compared with
the near-polar, Sun-synchronous
orbit inclinations of around 98°
of its Western or Asian equivalents. Obviously the use of these
smaller orbital inclination values
limits the ground coverage of the
Resurs-DK1 to those areas lying
between 64.8 and 70 degrees
North and South latitude.
However this still includes all the
Earth’s main land areas other
than the Antarctic continent and
the Arctic regions of Eurasia and
North America. From an opera-

Fig. 3 – The Resurs-DK1 satellite is
seen undergoing static ground
tests prior to its launch. (Source:
Italian National Institute for
Nuclear Physics.)
Latest News? Visit www.geoinformatics.com

values of 0.9 to 1 m (pan) and 2 to 3 m (m-s)
respectively over a ground swath of 28.3 km.
The on-board data storage capacity of the imaging system is reported to be 768 gigabits.
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from the satellite to the
ground station is 300
Megabits per second [Fig. 7].

available from the well known Western commercial suppliers of very high-resolution
imagery. Slightly different rates are charged
according to whether the data already exists in
the archive or has to be obtained as fresh
imagery.

Given the special structure
and arrangement of the CCD
arrays that are being used by
With regard to the ordering and supply of
the pushbroom scanner to
Resurs-DK1 image data, a special order form (in
acquire the images of the terthe form of a Word document) is provided in
rain, the received data needs
English for non-Russian speaking users on the
to be processed by NTs OMZ
NTs OMZ Web site – see the following Web
before it can be used by cuspage: http://eng.ntsomz.ru/zakaz/data. The comtomers. After this preliminary
pleted form is then submitted by fax or e-mail
processing, the image data
direct to the NTs OMZ organiztion. Alternatively
that has been acquired by
the order for the data can be made on-line to
the Resurs-DK1 can be supthe Sovzond company, which is the main authoplied to customers to any
rized commercial distributor and international
one of three standard processing levels. These are as
supplier of the Resurs-DK1 imagery – see the
follows:- (i) Level 0 data on
following page: www.sovzond.ru/en/order/shoot.
which only the basic radioBesides the supply of basic imagery [Fig. 9],
Fig. 4 – This diagram shows the elliptical orbit of the Resurs-DK1 satellite,
which is inclined at 64.8° to the Earth’s equatorial plane.
metric processing of the full
both organisations offer a substantial number
(Drawn by M. Shand)
resolution images has been
of value-added products. These include specialcarried out; (ii) Level 1 data
ized thematic image processing and mapping
tional altitude of 360 km, the Resurs-DK1 gives
on which further processing has
an imaging swath of 28.3 km over the ground.
been carried out, including the
As noted above, the satellite can be body pointsimple rectification and geo-refed by ±30° in the cross-track direction to
erencing of the image, and which
obtain images of the ground that are located
is supplied together with the coron either side of the satellite’s ground track
responding orbital navigation
and attitude data; and (iii) Level
within a total coverage width of 448 km [Fig.
2 data on which ortho-rectifica5].
tion has been carried out using
Data Reception & Processing
the GCPs and DEM data that are
The NTs OMZ organisation operates two ground
available for the imaged area.
stations that can receive the image data
The Level 1 and 2 data can be
acquired by the Resurs-DK1 satellite. The prinsupplied to customers in any
cipal station is located in the Moscow area; a
commonly used format such as
subsidiary station is located in the Khanty
GeoTIFF and that used in the
Mansiysk area in West Siberia. The main PC7
ERDAS Imagine software packstation in the Moscow area is equipped with a
age.
tracking antenna that is 7 m in diameter [Fig.
Coverage & Data Supply
6]. It can receive data simultaneously at two
Fig. 6 – The PC7 ground receiving station of NTs OMZ with its 7 m
A very large archive of Resursfrequencies within the ranges 8.0 to 8.4 GHz
diameter antenna which is used to download the imagery acquired
DK1 imagery, comprising over
(X-band) and 1.67 to 1.71 GHz (L-band) respecby the Resurs-DK1 satellite. (Source: NTs OMZ)
14,000 individual scenes, has
tively. The maximum data transmission rate
already been built up. As the
and the construction of perspective 3D models
coverage map shows [Fig. 8],
based on Resurs-DK1 imagery. Examples of
a very substantial and systhese are shown on both organisations’ Web
tematic coverage of the terrisites.
tory of Russia has been
A Brazilian company, GeoDesign International,
which is based in Lorena, Sao Paolo, has been
achieved, together with a
appointed as the distributor of Resurs-DK1
substantial coverage of
imagery for South America – see the following
Western, Central and Eastern
Web site:
Europe. However a large
www.geodesign.com.br/Htmls/resurs_dk1.html.
number of cities and specific
This site also contains a number of interesting
sites of interest have also
sample images.
been imaged world-wide. An
attractive feature of the
Fig. 5 – A diagram illustrating the ability of the Resurs-DK1 to capture its
Geometric Characteristics
imagery is that its cost is subimage data both in the nadir direction directly along the ground track of
If the Resurs-DK1 imagery is to be used for mapstantially lower than the
the satellite and off-nadir through the body pointing of the satellite in
ping purposes, then a matter of considerable
equivalent imagery that is
the cross-track direction. (Source: Roskosmos)
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importance are its photogrammetric characteristics and qualities; in particular, whether these
will allow the accurate geometric correction and
ortho-rectification of the images. Thus examples of Resurs-DK1 pan imagery have been subjected to a number of geometric accuracy tests
that have been carried out both in Russia and
in Poland. In the latter case, the tests have been
carried out by Prof. Kaczynski and Dr. Ewiak of
the Institute of Geodesy & Cartography in
Warsaw using images acquired over the cities
of Warsaw and Krakow. For these two urban
areas, test fields of 28 and 24 ground control
points (GCPs) respectively had been established
using high-quality GPS receivers. The photogrammetric solutions that were used to carry
out the geometric accuracy tests were those
available in the PCI Geomatica software package. First a rigorous (geometrically correct) solution was used in combination with the measured orbital parameter data. Next the Rational
Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) method was
employed in the tests. The accuracies in
planimetry (in terms of RMSE values mX = mY)
that were achieved at the independent check
points were just under ±0.5 m (i.e. around halfa-pixel) for both solutions. Tests of the orthorectification procedures that are available in the
Intergraph Image Station Ortho Pro software
were also carried out on the Resurs-DK1
imagery over the two test areas, in combination with DEMs derived from the Shuttle Radar
Topographic Mission (SRTM). The results, in
terms of the resulting RMSE values in planimetry (mpl) for the ortho-images that were achieved
at the independent check points, were just over
±1 m. This corresponds to the accuracy specifications for maps at 1:10,000 scale.

Fig. 7 – This diagram shows the ground controlling
and ground data receiving facilities that relate to
the Resurs-DK1 satellite and its ground coverage.
(Source: Roskosmos)

Similar tests of geometric accuracy and orthorectification have also been carried out over a
test field located in Izmir, Turkey by a team from
Sovzond, the international distributor of ResursDK1 imagery. The results were quite similar to
those that were achieved in the Polish tests.
Still more tests have been carried out by Dr.
Sinkova of the Goszemcadastrsyomka (VISHAGI) cadastral organisation using Resurs-DK1
imagery of the Tver area, located north-west of
Moscow, and of the Krasnodar area in the
southern part of Russia, lying to the east of the
Sea of Azov and the Black Sea. She has mainly
used the Solver-S and Mosaic modules of the
Racurs PHOTOMOD software for her series of
tests. These have been carried out utilizing (i)
GCPs that had already been established for airborne mapping projects in the two test areas;
and (ii) in the case of the Krasnodar area, using
a DEM generated by the SRTM mission. Yet
again, similar results were obtained for the geo-

metric accuracy tests to those achieved in the
Polish tests. While, for the ortho-rectification
test, the conclusion was that, at least in accuracy terms, the Resurs-DK1 imagery was suitable for the generation of ortho-images at
1:10,000 scale. In summary, it is clear from the
results of all these tests – which have been carried out over a variety of terrain types in different countries – that the accuracies attainable
from Resurs-DK1 imagery are similar to those
that are achievable using Ikonos and QuickBird
imagery when employing the same software
packages.

Resurs-P Satellites
Following on from the success of the ResursDK1, Roskosmos has decided to invest in the
construction of two more satellites that can
generate very high-resolution imagery. These
are called Resurs-P1 & -P2. These satellites are
currently under development by TsSKB
Progress in Samara [Fig. 10]. However, although
the basic spacecraft bus remains the same as
that used in the Resurs-DK1, the orbital parameters of the satellite and the characteristics of
the resulting imagery will be very substantially
different. According to a recent presentation
given by Roskosmos, each of the new satellites will be placed in a circular Sun-synchronous orbit having an orbital inclination of
97.3° and an orbital altitude of 475 km. These
are of course very different orbital characteristics to those of the Resurs-DK1 with its elliptical and non-Sun-synchronous orbit. The result
of this major change in the orbital parameters
will be that the swath width of the imagery
acquired from the higher altitude will be
enlarged to 38 km [Fig. 11].

Fig. 8 – A map showing the world-wide coverage of the Resurs-DK1 imagery that has been captured to date. (Source: NTs OMZ)
Latest News? Visit www.geoinformatics.com
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blue imaging channel (with a wavelength range
of 0.45 to 0.5 µm) being added to the three
existing green, red and near-infra-red channels
that have been used in the Resurs-DK1. Other
reports mention that a hyper-spectral imager
with 96 spectral channels will also be mounted
in the Resurs-P satellites, though this information is not included in the Roskosmos presentation. The planned active lifetime of each of
the two new satellites is between five and
seven years. Initially the planned dates for the
launch of the new Resurs-P satellites from
Baikonur using Soyuz rockets were stated to
be late 2010 and 2012 respectively. It remains
to be seen whether these dates will be adhered
to, given the current global financial downturn.
However, in a recent interview, the Samara
Space Center has said that, so far, there has
been no interruption in funding and no delay
in the development of the project.

Conclusion
In summary, the advent of the existing ResursDK1 satellite and the construction of the new
Resurs-P satellites form a most interesting
development in the area of very high-resolution
spaceborne imagery. If the resulting imagery can
be exploited commercially through the establishment of a suitable network of partner agencies, then this development could be of international importance, besides its undoubted
value to users within the Russian Federation
and CIS countries.
Fig. 9 – This high-resolution panchromatic image (with a GSD of 1m) shows the eastern part of the Frankfurt
Messe complex that has been acquired by the Resurs-DK1 satellite. The Messeturm tower with its long black
shadow is at middle right; the Congress Center is the semi-circular building at middle left with Hall 5
attached to it and running off to the left edge of the image. Hall 3 lies at the lower left part of the image.
(Source: Sovzond)
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Since the GSD values will stay at 0.9 m for the
panchromatic imagery and 3 m for the multispectral imagery, obviously there must be corresponding changes in the focal length of the
optical system and the length of the linear
arrays. A further change is that the multi-spectral imagery will comprise four bands, with a

Fig. 10 – This model of the Resurs-P satellite that is
being developed by the TsSKB Progress organisation was shown at a recent aerospace exhibition.
(Source: Samara Space Centre)

Fig. 11 – An image of part of St. Petersburg complete with a set of overlaid diagrams that show the large
swath widths of the Resurs-P and Resurs-DK1 imagery as compared with those of certain other comparable
Western and Asian satellites that are generating very high-resolution imagery. (Source: NTs OMZ)
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